In this Perspective, I review methods for computing (ro-)vibrational energy levels and wavefunctions of molecules with more than four atoms. I identify three problems one confronts: 1) reducing the size of the basis; 2) computing hundreds of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a large matrix; 3) calculating matrix elements of the potential; and present ideas that mitigate them. Most modern methods use a combination of these ideas. I divide popular methods into groups based on the strategies used to deal with the three problems. * Electronic address: Tucker.Carrington@queensu.ca,Fax:613-533-6669
sets. [23, 30] This could also be done with a nested Smolyak grid. [31] In practice, it is not inability to generate a PESs that makes variational calculations difficult.
In this perspective article, I shall focus on (3) and (4) in the previous list: calculating (or circumventing the calculation of) matrix elements and computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian matrix. I also choose to stress the ideas on which (3) and (4) are based and not the molecules to which they have been applied.
II. THREE STRATEGIES FOR REDUCING THE COST OF VARIATIONAL

CALCULATIONS
The simplest way to build a multi-dimensional basis to compute vibrational levels of a polyatomic molecule is to make a direct product basis (DPB). Each basis function is a product of univariate functions, Φ n 1 ,n 2 ,...,n D = φ n 1 (q 1 )φ n 2 (q 2 ) . . . φ n D (q D ),
where the indices {n k } are independent and n c = 0, 1, · · · , N the Lanczos algorithm, [45] filter diagonalization, [46] and a re-started Lanczos or Arnoldi method available as ARPACK [47] . The Davidson algorithm has also been used. [48, 49] The memory cost of an iterative eigensolver scales as vN , where v is the number of vectors that must be stored (v can be as small as two), and the CPU cost of an iterative eigensolver scales as M C, where M is the number of MVPs required to achieve convergence and C is the cost of a single MVP. An advantage of iterative eigensolvers is that they do not require that one compute Hamiltonian matrix elements. This is important because if the N 2 elements are computed separately with a direct product quadrature with N = n D points then the cost of computing the Hamiltonian matrix scales as N 3 . Even for a general PES, it is possible to use quadrature, but avoid computing potential matrix elements. Iterative eigensolvers deal with (4) in the introduction: they enable one to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a large Hamiltonian matrix. extensively. [51, 57, 58] 2) leads to a basis that is a direct product of bases for different coordinates or groups of coordinates. [4, [59] [60] [61] Carter and Handy were early proponents. In both cases, only some of the eigenvectors of the reduced-dimension Hamiltonian matrices are retained. Tennyson and Sutcliffe's "two-step" procedure [62] for solving the ro-vibrational problem is an example of a type 1 contraction. They compute contracted vibrational func-tions labelled by K. Instead, one can use solutions of the J = 0, K = 0 block as vibrational basis functions. [2, [63] [64] [65] [66] Type 2 contracted functions have important advantages. 1) The matrix-vector products one must evaluate to compute energy levels with an iterative eigensolver are less costly.
[ 59, 61] 2) To use a type 2 basis it is not necessary to diagonalize many blocks of the full Hamiltonian matrix, instead one needs only to diagonalize one matrix for each of the groups of coordinates being contracted together. 3) There is no need to store eigenvectors of many blocks of the full Hamiltonian matrix. 4) For a small molecule, it is straightforward to implement a type 1 contraction by building and storing the blocks being diagonalized, however, if the blocks are too large to store in memory (and to make contracted basis functions that are functions of many coordinates this is the case), then it is necessary, when computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the blocks, to use an iterative eigensolver, and to evaluate the required matrix-vector products one must store a vector as large as the Q A grid.
As pointed out by Yu, simply contracted functions made by fixing values of coordinates are similar to diabatic functions, often used when coupling between electronic states is important.
[67] In fact, they are "crude adiabatic" functions. [68] Pruning is conceptually simpler than contraction. Rather than reducing the basis size by incorporating coupling into the basis functions, one uses basis functions that are products of univariate functions, but not all the functions in a DPB. There are two ways to prune a DP basis: 1) use a pre-determined pruning condition; 2) start with a small basis and adaptively add basis functions deemed to be important to obtain convergence. 1) is most common. [2, 39, 40, 60, [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] 2) has been used in some recent papers. [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] If the harmonic frequencies of all the coordinates are similar, then a product harmonic oscillator basis (HOB) can be effectively pruned by retaining only basis functions for which
This reduces the basis size from (b + 1) This pruning condition was used, for example, in Refs. 97, 133, 150 . A more general pruning scheme is
where g c (n c ) are general functions. To use an iterative eigensolver one needs only to evaluate matrix-vector products; there is, in principle, no need to store the Hamiltonian matrix whose eigenvalues are being computed.
This drastically reduces the memory cost of calculations and thereby opens the door to calculations with very large basis sets. There are many SF/I/P methods that make calculations on molecules with about ten atoms possible. Using such methods, one can compute vibrational levels for molecules much larger than those to which SF/D/P methods are applied.
I shall first review SF/I/P methods in which the SF is a SOP. Most SOP/I/P calculations have been done in normal coordinates. [81, 95] A normal-coordinate SOP approximation is often adequate for a semi-rigid molecule. To obtain a normal-coordinate vibrational SOP Hamiltonian, one must use a SOP representation of the PES (often a Taylor series) and either expand elements of the effective moment of inertia tensor or set them to zero (approximate the KEO). The same ideas could be applied to a Hamiltonian in curvilinear internal coordinates. To achieve the accuracy attained using SF/D/P methods of the previous section, one would need to either expand functions in a known KEO or use the recursive procedure of TROVE.
Pruning decreases the length of the vectors one must store and decreases the spectral range and the number of required MVPs. However, to use an iterative method, one must evaluate MVPs. In SOP/I/P methods, MVPs are evaluated by exploiting either sparsity or structure. In a pruned product basis it is often straightforward to calculate all the non−zero matrix elements of a SOP Hamiltonian and to take advantage of its sparsity. If the number of terms is large, it is helpful to use a sparse storage format, compressed row storage (CRS)
is popular, to store the matrix. [81, 96] It is then possible to feed the matrix in CRS format into ARPACK. [81] When the pruned basis has structure, it can be used to evaluate MVPs without computing Hamiltonian matrix elements. [97] Even when the basis has no structure, as long as the Hamiltonian is a SOP, it is possible to evaluate MVPs without computing (even non-zero) Hamiltonian matrix elements, by using a mapping. [96] Coupled cluster (CC) methods for vibrational problems [98, 99] can also be classified as SOP/I/P. The SOP structure of the Hamiltonian is used to derive an equation for the cluster operator with which one obtains an effective Hamiltonian. The cluster operator is usually obtained using an iterative linear solver. Energy levels are obtained by computing eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian in a pruned basis. CC methods are used almost exclusively with normal coordinates and it is common to ignore the coordinate dependence of elements of the moment of inertia matrix. Using CC methods it is possible to compute some vibrational levels of molecules with more than 10 atoms. CC methods work less well for molecules with nearly degenerate levels and in general when coupling is important.
SF/I/P methods in which the SF is a normal-coordinate MM representation have been extensively used. [37, 39, 40, [100] [101] [102] The elements of the effective moment of inertia matrix are expanded so that they also are in MM form. Although the calculation of matrix elements cannot be reduced to 1D integrals, the MM form has an important advantage. Because the terms that depend on a subset of the coordinates need not be a SOP, it is possible to make a MM PES that is accurate in a large region of configuration space. However, the number of terms can still be large. The approach of Bowman and co-workers is described in [74] . Scribano and Benoit have used similar ideas. [103, 104] Both groups use a Davidson eigensolver and exploit the sparsity of the Hamiltonian matrix when evaluating matrix-vector products. Rauhut and co-workers have used a MM PES and various iterative eigensolvers.
However, to obtain Davidson vectors, they do not use an iterative (i.e. MVP-based) linear solver but rather a direct linear solver (LU decomposition). [105] Functions included in the bases used with a MM Hamiltonian typically satisfy several rules: there is a maximum number of nonzero basis indices (n c ), a maximum value of n c , a maximum is imposed on c n c , etc. [74] Some ideas about further reducing the number of retained basis functions have been explored, [40, 103] but there is little research on how to evaluate matrix-vector products in these reduced bases.
All of the SF/I/P methods discussed so far use either harmonic oscillator or (self-consistent field) SCF 1D basis functions. A pruned basis of products of PSL functions has also been used with an iterative eigensolver. [77, 78] Because even the pruned PSL basis is large, it is essential to develop tools for efficiently evaluating MVPs. The cost of matrix-vector products depends on the size of the basis, but also on the structure of the basis. Omitting functions from the direct product basis complicates its structure. Structure is unimportant if one computes (non-zero) elements of the Hamiltonian matrix and then evaluates MVPs by explicitly multiplying rows of the matrix by the vector, exploiting its sparsity. However, this has the disadvantage that it requires computing Hamiltonian matrix elements. In general, and certainly in the PSL case, it is important to develop ideas for evaluating MVPs that exploit structure of the SOP Hamiltonian and the pruned basis. In [77, 78] , a mapping method is used to do the MVPs in a PSL basis.
All of the pruned methods discussed so far impose one or more pre-determined pruning conditions. It is also possible to start with a small basis and adaptively add basis functions deemed to be important to obtain convergence. [77, 78, 106, 107] This was done with PSL functions in [77] and with harmonic oscillator basis functions in [108] . These ideas make it possible to evaluate MVPs without computing or storing Hamiltonian matrix elements.
Adaptively expanding the basis enables one to compute vibrational levels of a molecule with 8 atoms (but the Hamiltonian must be a SOP).
IV. METHODS THAT WORK WITH A GENERAL PES
In many cases, either a SOP or a MM approximation to the PES is quite accurate.
Nevertheless, for nonrigid molecules, for which SOP and MM representations are less good, and when one wishes to compute levels, even of semi-rigid molecules, with very small errors, one should use the best possible PES. The best possible PES will usually not have a form that simplifies the calculation of potential matrix elements. Computing energy levels with a general (G) PES is harder than computing levels with a SF PES. It requires using a quadrature or a collocation grid. The key problem introduced by the grid is its size. To use a general PES, it is not enough to be able to reduce the size of the basis (e.g. by pruning or contraction): one must find some way of computing energy levels without storing vectors as large as the grid. Merely storing in memory values of the PES on a direct product grid is impossible for molecules with more than five atoms.
A.
General PES/Direct-Eigensolver/Pruned-basis Methods (G/D/P)
Shimshovitz and Tannor advantage that, at least in principle, they obviate the need to store the Hamiltonian matrix.
It seems obvious that G/I/C methods should be the best of both worlds. However, G/I/C methods will only be useful if it is possible to: 1) evaluate MVPs without storing the Hamiltonian matrix in memory; 2) evaluate MVPs efficiently. SF/I/P methods often exploit the sparsity of the Hamiltonian matrix. For general PESs, there may be no sparsity to exploit.
Other ideas are required. In the general PES case, when using a DPB, one can exploit the structure of the basis and the quadrature grid to evaluate MVPs. [114, 115] 
are computed in a primitive basis, f l (l is a composite index) and the number of retained bend wavefunctions is denoted by n b . The stretch wavefunctions
are computed in a primitive DVR basis, g α (α is a composite index representing a multidimensional DVR function) and the number of retained stretch wavefunctions is denoted by n s .
The full Hamiltonian can be written,
where
and ∆T is the part of the KEO that is not included in H (b) or H (s) . Matrix-vector products for ∆T and H (b) + H (s) are straightforward. [59] . A matrix element of ∆V in the product contracted basis is,
This is re-written
where I have introduced an F matrix [59] defined by,
The integral l |∆V (θ, r α )|l is computed with quadrature. The ∆V matrix-vector product
is evaluated in three steps:
Full dimensional integrals are never computed. The calculation of F can be easily parallelized. Storing the F matrix requires storing n b (n b + 1)n α /2 numbers, much less than the number of points on the stretch-bend quadrature grid.
The idea of reducing the memory cost of contracted-basis calculations by storing a matrix representation of ∆V was first used in Ref. 61 , where only the bend basis was contracted.
Both stretch and bend bases were contracted in later papers. [15, 15, 59, 116, [120] [121] [122] [123] .
Recently similar ideas were used for Cl
Yu has studied several molecules using similar ideas. [125] [126] [127] [128] As in Ref. 61 , he contracts only the bend part and not the stretch part.
It is common to compute ro-vibrational wavefunctions in a basis of products of vibrational wavefunctions and Wigner rotational functions. This is also a type 2 contraction: the vibrational problem is solved for a single block (J = 0, K = 0) and its solutions are combined with Wigner functions to make the complete basis. This contraction reduces the size of the basis by a significant factor. [65, 66] D. General PES/Iterative-Eigensolver/Pruned-basis Methods (G/I/P) SF/D/P and SF/I/P methods use a basis of selected products of univariate functions.
In the SF/D/P case, the pruned basis is small enough that it is possible to use a direct eigensolver. Both SF/D/P and SF/I/P methods are limited by the need for a SF PES. In this section, I sketch pruned basis methods that obviate the need for a SF PES. To compute energy levels on a general PES, one must use either quadrature or collocation. The simplest way, for example, to use quadrature would be to compute Hamiltonian matrix elements and then to evaluate MVPs by multiplying rows of the matrix by the vector. Although conceptually simple, this approach is a nonstarter because it requires computing and storing the Hamiltonian matrix and because the MVPs are costly. A viable approach uses a pruned basis with exploitable structure and a quadrature grid that is both significantly smaller than a direct-product grid and has structure that makes it possible to efficiently evaluate MVPs.
The pruned bases and structured grids of this section have the advantage that they enable one to use a general PES that is not a SOP and not in MM form and to evaluate MVPs by doing sums sequentially without storing or computing a potential matrix.
The pruned basis and the quadrature grid that is smaller than a direct-product grid but nonetheless structured are linked. For the purpose of this Perspective, I shall assume that the basis is pruned by imposing the condition
However, more efficient bases are obtained by using the pruning condition g
The smaller and structured grid is a Smolyak quadrature grid. For detail see [82, [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] .
To make a Smolyak quadrature, one needs, for each coordinate, a family of 1D quadra- 
where q 
×f (q
are "super weights" that are pre-computed. 
where To compute accurate energy levels when using quadrature, it is necessary to choose quadrature points and weights with which overlap integrals are exactly evaluated or to solve a generalized eigenvalue problem. Iterative eigensolvers for generalized eigenvalue problems are costly, so in practice one chooses orthogonal basis functions and uses a quadrature with which the overlap matrix is an identity matrix. Instead, it is possible to use collocation.
Collocation has advantages: 1) it is not crucial to choose points with which overlap matrix elements are computed exactly; 2) as the basis improves the choice of the collocation points (there are no weights) becomes less important; 3) because there is no need to choose coordinates and/or basis functions to facilitate the calculation of KEO matrix elements, very general (e.g. nonorthogonal) bases can be used; 4) it is easy to deal with KEOs for which coefficients of many derivatives are complicated functions of the coordinates.
Many years ago collocation was used for low-dimensional problems [140] , but it rarely applied to high-dimensional problems because the standard collocation approach requires solving a generalized eigenvalue problem. It has recently been shown that with structured pruned basis sets and structured Smolyak grids it is possible to use the basic collocation idea and an iterative eigensolver to solve the Schroedinger equation, without solving a generalized eigenvalue problem. [141, 142] This is done by using sequential sums to evaluate MVPs. Perspective it is possible to compute ro-vibrational levels of molecules with 6 atoms. This opens the door to understanding the spectroscopy and dynamics of many molecules. General (G)
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